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Details of Visit:

Author: fodbold
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 27 Jun 2016 18:00
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Indigo Nile Manchester Escorts
Website: http://www.indigonile.com
Phone: 07757711250

The Premises:

Location is an undesirable but not terrible neighbourhood. Plenty of free off-street parking in the
area, premises is on a main road but with a discreet rear entrance and unassuming shop front. The
public area is very clean and new and has an actual reception desk, it feels very comfortable. The
room is smart and welcoming with a decent enough shower. The only down side of the premises is
the steep stair case up to the rooms, on the way up not too bad (her arse is at eye level) but a bit
dangerous trying to stagger down without stacking it!

The Lady:

Physical: Cheryl stands at about 5 foot 4, dyed blonde shoulder length bob hair style. She has an
incredible effervescent smile and giggle, not in an air headed way and a very infectious smile.
She has a size 8 body with plenty more where it counts. Her (natural) 34DD are big enough to
suffocate you, her ample arse is so firm you could bounce marbles off it. She has a small tattoo on
her wrist and navel piercing.

The Story:

It was the first time I had booked time with a girl, decided to after looking at the pics and reading
reviews and am very glad I did. After following her up stairs, sorted out particulars and I hopped in
the shower. We started with a massage and a chat, both of which she is very good at. Despite her
conversing in a second language she has a great sense of humour and will make plenty of jokes
which helps to remove any tension.
We got started with MM and kissing, she gave OWO (soft and sloppy) then she asked me
reciprocate, don't have to ask me twice. Perfectly shaved tight pussy, could have stayed down there
all day. She doesn't do loud 'porn' moaning, which personally I prefer, but she will let you know what
is good and what isn't.
On with the rubber and she went on top, which is a sight to behold, her enormous boobs bouncing
back and forth until she smooshes them in your face, giggling while she almost smothers you!
Switched over to missionary to end which maybe uninspiring but is still very much worth it. After
kissing and cuddling a while time was up, but I got an extra 15-20 mins with her as we chatted
about our fears of post-Brexit (she is an EU citizen), not sexy-time (she was still naked tho) but an
interesting and unexpected extra!!
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